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Picture Books for Preschoolers

Thank You, Neighbor!
by Ruth Chan
This adorable picture book invites readers

to join the narrator and her dog on their

daily walk through their neighborhood as

they greet, help and talk to everyone along

the way.

Bubbles...Up!
by Jacqueline Davies
A day at the community pool is full of

underwater magic--dunking and diving with

friends; somersaulting, walking on your

hands, and bursting up through the surface

like a tortoise. But when a thunderstorm

comes and a little brother ventures too

close to the pool's edge, will our main character be quick

enough and brave enough to save the day?

Travel Guide for Monsters
by Lori Degman
Tongue-in-cheek guide to bringing a

monster along on vacation profiles

destinations ranging from national parks to

major landmarks, sharing essential tips for

enjoying the sights from coast to coast

while avoiding monster-related mishaps.

The Yawns Are Coming!
by Chris Eliopoulos
The illustrator of the best-selling Ordinary

People Change the World series presents a

riotous bedtime tale that incorporates

comic-style artwork into the story of two

best friends whose ambition is to stay up all night.

It Fell From the Sky
by Terry Fan
Charging a small fee to see a wondrous

object that fell from the sky, Spider wonders

what to do when everyone stops showing up,

in this whimsical picture book about

community, art and the importance of giving back.

And That's the TOOTH
by Terri Fields
And That's the Tooth delivers unique and

fun facts about animal and human teeth

through engaging riddles. With hints to help

solve each riddle, children will be actively

involved as they giggle, guess, and learn.

Don't Hug Doug (he doesn't like it)
by Carrie Finison
Meet Doug, an ordinary kid who doesn't like

hugs, in this fun and exuberant story which

aims to spark discussions about bodily

autonomy and consent. Doug and his loved

ones learn there are a variety of other ways they can show him

affection besides hugging.

We all play = : Kimêtawânaw
by Julie Flett
This wonderful book celebrates playtime and

the connection between children and the

natural world.
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Kind
by Alison Green
A heartwarming and visually diverse

celebration of the fundamental value of

kindness gathers creative contributions by

nearly 40 illustrators, inviting children to

imagine and then help create a world where

everyone is kind.

Norman Didn't Do It! (yes, he did.)
by Ryan T. Higgins
When a surprise pops up, best friends

Norman, a porcupine, and Mildred, a tree,

find their lives forever changed, in this funny

picture book that explores the depths and

complexities of friendship.

The Girl and the Dinosaur
by Hollie Hughes
Marianne has no friends until she unearths

an entire dinosaur skeleton on the beach

and wishes that it would come to life.

Ruffles and the Red, Red Coat
by David Melling
As Ruffles learns about the world around

him, he discovers there are lots of things he

likes . . . and some things he doesn't! He

loves scratching, digging, and chewing, but

he does not like wearing his red coat on rainy days.

Shy Willow
by Cat Min
Willow, a very shy rabbit, lives in an

abandoned mailbox, but when a young boy

drops a letter in Willow's mailbox, she knows

she will have to brave the outside world to

deliver the letter.

We Disagree
by Bethanie Deeney Murguia
A mouse and a squirrel can't seem to agree

on anything. Can they possibly be friends?

Vamos! Let's Cross the Bridge
by Raúl the Third
Using their new truck to carry party supplies

over the bridge, Little Lobo and his dog

Bernabé are stuck in traffic and decide to

throw an epic party to pass the time.

You Matter
by Christian Robinson
The award-winning illustrator of Last Stop on

Market Street shares empathetic depictions

of people from different world regions to

highlight the importance of understanding

other viewpoints.

Chez Bob
by Bob Shea
Comic genius Bob Shea cooks up a tasty tale

that proves anyone, even hungry alligators,

can have a change of heart and learn to be a

good friend.

Best Day Ever!
by Marilyn Singer
This playful puppy thinks she's having the

best day ever! She's so happy to be out with

her friend, she doesn't even realize that she's

being a little naughty. But then he scolds her,

and suddenly Worst. Day. Ever. Will puppy be able to make

amends and turn their day back around?

Mel Fell
by Corey R. Tabor
A heartwarming celebration of self-

confidence and taking a leap of faith depicts

an endearing, courageous kingfisher who

falls down, down, down before learning to fly up, up, up. By the

Geisel Award-winning creator of Fox the Tiger.
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